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FEATURES: 

• Easy to use with bright LED display 

• Compact size (130mm X 80mm X 25mm) and light weight (200 grams)  

• Works off GPS (use with 2 Wheel Probes or 1 Gearbox Probe as back-up) 

• GPS calibration - automatic 

• Total & Interval distance display 

• Additional features: 

    * Speedometer 

  * Stop Watch 

  * Master Clock (hh:mm:ss) with freeze facility 

  * Fuel Gauge – up to 500 litres 

  * 12V power  

• In addition to competition use also ideal for reconnaissance, route 

surveys and road measurement 

• Optional metal bracket available for easy mounting 

• Optional cigarette lighter power harness available (non-permanant installation) 

 

 

Pricing 

Odo – R 3250.00 excluding VAT 

Bracket – R 150.00 excluding VAT 

Cigarette lighter power cable – R 70.00 excluding VAT 
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The organisers of Wales Rally GB, the British round 
of the FIA World Rally Championship next week, 
have announced plans to commemorate the late 
Gareth Roberts, an extremely talented young co-
driver from Carmarthen, Wales. Gareth was just 24 
when he tragically lost his life competing at the Targa 
Florio Internazionale di Sicilia earlier this year, and 
the organisers of Wales Rally GB have chosen to 
commemorate the shining star by renaming one of the 
event’s trophies in his memory.

 The Croeso Trophy was presented to Wales Rally 
GB by the Welsh Association of Motor Clubs in 1969. It is 
awarded to the highest placed all-Welsh crew competing in 
Wales Rally GB and, in 2008, Gareth won the Croeso Trophy 
with his driving partner Gwyndaf Evans. After his success in 
2008, the Wales Rally GB team worked closely with Gareth 
to promote the event and rallying in Wales. In recognition of 
respect that Gareth held within the motorsport community, 
the award will be renamed ‘The Croeso Trophy in memory of 
Gareth Roberts.’
 Andrew Coe, chief executive of Wales Rally GB, was 
one of the team behind the decision to rename the Croeso 
Trophy: “Gareth was a skilled co-driver and a rapidly rising 

star in the world of international rallying. He was always 
willing to lend a hand and get stuck in, something that was 
particularly evident from working with him to promote Wales 
Rally GB over the past few years. There is always a special 
feeling when competing on home turf and it was obvious how 
much winning in Wales meant to him. It was a very easy 
decision to rename the trophy that Gareth was so delighted 
to win back in 2008.”
 Gareth’s family added: “We’re really honoured to 
have the award renamed after Gareth. He won his world title 
last year in Wales and was always proud of his Welsh roots! 
He would have been really proud to be part of any scheme 
promoting young Welsh rallying talent in the WRC.”

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Wales Rally GB
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Toshi Arai is a rallying legend. This Japanese ace competes in the Toshi Arai is a rallying legend. This Japanese ace competes in the 
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SERVICE PARK



As the FIA WRC Academy crews embarked on the 
notoriously challenging roads of the 2012 ADAC 
Rallye Deutschland, Elfyn Evans claimed his third 
successive victory to extend his lead at the head of 
the Championship. But with old rivals and new talent 
coming to the fore, the Welshman far from dominated 
the event with a number of drivers proving their speed 
and potential in the feeder series which is supported 
by Ford Racing in Europe and runs control tyres from 
Pirelli. Impressively Evans’ win also saw him placed 
20th in the overall standings at the end of Day Two.
 Running through the twisting corkscrew roads of 
the Mosel Valley vineyards, the fi rst day of competition was 
characterised by endless junctions and hairpins – demanding 
total concentration and commitment from the youngsters. 
Over the morning loop, and the crews’ fi rst taste of asphalt, 

a new star emerged in the form of Rally Team Scotland’s 
John MacCrone.
 Taking two stage wins over the morning’s running – 
the third stage being cancelled – the Scot held a 15 second 
lead over Northern Ireland’s Alastair Fisher going into the 
afternoon service with Tarmac specialist José Suárez going 
strongly in third. A spin on SS2 rendered championship 
leader Evans an uncharacteristic fourth with Brendan Reeves 
getting into the groove of asphalt rallying in fi fth.
 A mature and composed drive through the 
challenging stages saw Dutchman Timo Van der Marel sixth. 
But, blighted by more misfortune, Fredrik Åhlin lucked 
out when an error at the stage start saw the bonnet of his 
Ford Fiesta R2 came loose twice through SS2 – restricting 
the Swede’s vision and, on the second occasion, damaging 
the windscreen. With his hand still causing him some pain 
following his spectacular accident in Finland, the 21-year-old 
was also fi nding it diffi cult to use the handbrake through the 
hairpins, unaccustomedly fi nding himself towards the end of 

the fi eld in seventh.
 Elsewhere, there was further misfortune for fellow 
Swede Pontus Tidemand, suffering a broken driveshaft 
on SS1. The same stage saw WRC Academy new-comer, 
Martin Koči, bend the rear beam of his Fiesta. Both crews 
were forced to retire for the day, restarting under Rally 2 
regulations on Day Two.
 Embarking on the second loop of stages, there was 
heartache for the leading pair. Running wide on a patch of oil 
through SS4, MacCrone damaged the rear beam of his Fiesta 
R2 and had to complete the remaining stages with an ailing 
rally car. Yet, despite the damage, the Scot did well to keep a 
good pace and found himself sixth – less than a minute adrift 
of the podium with a tough day’s rallying to come. Assuming 
the lead, Fisher claimed stage victory on SS4 and SS6. 
But SS5 was to be the 23-year-old’s downfall – incurring a 
puncture, forfeiting his lead and dropping to fi fth.
 With his fellow Brits left to refl ect on what might 
have been, Evans claimed a stage win through SS5 and 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: WRC Academy
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assumed what has become his customary place at the head 
of the standings. Rarely out of the top-three on overall 
stage times, Suárez maintained second with Reeves getting 
to grips with the art of Tarmac driving in third and Van der 
Marel’s composure paying dividends with fourth place.
 As the crews embarked on a fresh challenge over 
the fi nal day of competition – with two loops of three stages, 
each varying in character and closing with the perilous dash 
between the ‘Hinkelstein’ concrete blocks that litter the 
Arena Panzerplatte – Evans was back in control.
 Clinching a stage victory through the opening test 
(SS7) and a third and second fastest time respectively on 
the following two, the Welshman held a minute’s lead over 
Spaniard Suárez with Reeves a further 20 seconds adrift in 
third.
 Despite setting the fastest time through SS8 
– the fi rst stage win for Holland in the new national 
classifi cation – Van der Marel suffered a puncture through 
the Arena Panzerplatte. Fourth place was thus gifted to a 
resurgent Fisher who claimed the stage victory through the 
Baumholder military ground – a stage which exemplifi ed the 
close-fought competition in the WRC Academy with the top-

fi ve crews separated by seconds through the 46.54km test.
 Elsewhere, with the pain in his hand too severe and 
a developing sickness, Åhlin made the decision to reluctantly 
withdraw from the event.
Returning for the fi nal stint, the crews held station over the 
fi rst two stages with Fisher and Reeves each claiming a stage 
victory. But drama was to unfold on the fi nal stage of the 
event as both stage victors hit trouble.
 Stuck in fi rst gear, Fisher was forced to retire from 
the rally painstakingly close to the fi nish. Running wide 
and going off the road to avoid one of the treacherous 
‘Hinkelsteins’ that line the stage, Reeves’ podium place was 
up for grabs. The Australian did well to get his Fiesta back 
on the stage, only to a puncture a mere four kilometres 
from the stage end. Changing the tyre on stage, Reeves 
brought his Fiesta home for a dramatic fi fth place and vital 
championship points.
 Securing the fi nal stage victory on the Arena 
Panzerplatte, Evans brought his Fiesta home for his third 
successive win of the season ahead of Suárez; the Spaniard 
claiming his best fi nish in the WRC Academy to date. Setting 
the second fastest time through the Baumholder military 

ground, MacCrone pipped Van der Marel to the fi nal podium 
position by just 7.1 seconds – some consolation after losing 
his early lead.
 Recovering from his misfortunes on the fi rst day of 
competition, Tidemand brought home some strong points in 
sixth, with Koči bringing his Fiesta home in seventh on his 
debut in the WRC Academy.
 Elfyn Evans said: “I am very happy with how today 
has gone. We had a diffi cult start yesterday – hard to fi nd 
the right rhythm and set-up with the car. Shakedown was 
cancelled for us so it took a while to get that [the rhythm] 
going. It was a lot more slippery than we had expected 
and we were pretty lucky with a couple of moments! We 
had some bad weather on slicks this morning, but we got 
our heads together and did a solid job there and were 
able to build on our advantage from there on. We just 
concentrated on having a clean rally since then and we are 
happy to be here with the win now. We tried to maintain a 
reasonable pace without taking any risks and silly cuts – it 
has just been a case of management and doing enough to 
keep the concentration It is defi nitely a big boost for the 
championship.” H&H



Juho Hänninen claimed his maiden victory on Barum 
Czech Rally Zlín. The former Intercontinental Rally 

Challenge (IRC)champion was leading comfortably 
after 14 stages when organisers stopped the event 
ahead of the fi nal test following an accident on SS13.
 Miroslav Regner, the event clerk of the course, 
confi rmed that a Czech male spectator had died and a 

Hungarian male spectator had suffered non-life threatening 
injuries and was being treated in hospital. The crew of the 
car, Václav Kopáček and Tomáš Singer, were not injured. An 
investigation has been launched. IRC promoter Eurosport 
Events joins the rally organisers in extending its condolences 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: IRC Series
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to the family of the deceased.
 In terms of the outcome of the rally, Hänninen had 
been in a close fi ght with Skoda Motorsport team-mate Jan 
Kopecký on Day One and this battle resumed on Day Two, 
the Finn edged 16.2s clear when he beat Kopecký by more 
than 10 seconds following a fl at-out charge on SS12. But any 
hopes Kopecký had of fi ghting back on SS13 ended when his 
Fabia S2000’s engine failed after a handful of kilometres of 
the 21.40-kilometre test, which was subsequently neutralised 
following Kopáček’s accident.
 “I really was pushing that I can promise,” said 
Hänninen, whose tally of 11 IRC wins alongside navigator
Mikko Markkula is more than any other driver has managed 
in the six-year history of the series. “I don’t know what 
happened to Jan, but only a few kilometres from the stage 
start he was at the side of the road and it looks like it was 

something technical. It was not easy then to fi nd the rhythm 
after being in a big fi ght for the last two days.”
 Defending IRC champion Andreas Mikkelsen was 
in third overall when a double puncture on the day’s fi rst 
stage dropped him to tenth. He was in eighth when the rally 
was stopped. “At a junction we went a little bit extra wide 
and hit a kerb,” said the Skoda UK Motorsport driver. “We 
stopped to change a puncture, but we didn’t realise we had 
two punctures and had to stop again – that’s why we lost 
so much time. After that we had to be really careful and 
not take any cuts, because if we had another puncture that 
would be the end of our rally. It’s been a diffi cult weekend.”
 Roman Kresta fi nished second following a close fi ght 
with fellow Czech and Skoda privateer Tomáš Kostka, who 
led after the Friday night’s opening special. After overcoming 
powersteering problems on Day One Kresta’s team-mate 

Jaromír Tarabus fi nished fourth after moving clear of Robert 
Barrable who impressed in fi fth place for Skoda Ireland. 
Estonian teenager Karl Kruuda completed the top six.
 Patrik Flodin fi nished 15th for PS Engineering 
after a troubled rally. A gearbox change, which handed 
him a substantial time penalty on Day Two, compounded 
a frustrating weekend for the rapid Swede in his M-Sport 
Ford Fiesta S2000. Michał Sołowow was the leading Peugeot 
207 S2000 fi nisher in ninth, one place ahead of Skoda Auto 
Deutschland’s Sepp Wiegand, who was delayed when he 
went off the road on the Day One. Despite failing to fi nish 
after crashing on SS7, Jarkko Nikara was handed the Colin 
McRae IRC Flat Out Trophy for a sequence of impressive 
stage times in his near-standard Impreza, including the 
third-fastest time on SS5.
 Andreas Aigner made it three wins out of four starts 



in the IRC Production Cup, which he led from SS5. Co-driven 
by fellow Austrian Ilka Minor, Aigner drove without error 
to fi nish an impressive seventh overall in his Stohl Racing 
Subaru Impreza R4 STI. Toshi Arai, in a Tommi Mäkinen 
Racing Impreza, fi nished second in the IRC Production Cup 
with Czech Jaroslav Orsák fi ghting back from a puncture on 
Day One’s afternoon to take third. “Ilka has been making the 
perfect job, the car is perfect so no problems,” said Aigner 
afterwards.
 Having led the IRC 2WD Cup for the fi rst ten stages, 
Robert Consani was eyeing his second victory of the season 
when an engine fault halted his Renault Mégane on Day 
Two’s morning, handing victory to local hero Jan Černý with 
Josef Peták second in a Renault Clio R3. Consani’s retirement 
means Harry Hunt’s 26-point title advantage remains in tact. 
The Briton was not competing in Zlín. Honda’s Martin Kangur 

retired from damaged front-left suspension following an 
accident on SS4.

IRC Barum Czech Rally Zlin Final Overall Classifi cation
01) J. Hanninen/M. Markkula
       Skoda Fabia S2000 - 02h 11m 28.2s
02) R. Kresta/P. Gross
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 01m 43.1s
03) T. Kostka/M. Houst
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 01m 51.8s
04) J. Tarabus/D. Trunkat
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 04m 11.7s
05) R. Barrable/S. Loudon
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 04m 33.6s
06) K. Kruuda/M. Jarveoja
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 05m 03.0s
07) A. Aigner/I. Minor
       Subaru Impreza STi R4 + 05m 34.6s
08) A. Mikkelsen/O. Floene
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 05m 35.8s
09) M. Solowow/M. Baran
       Peugeot 207 S2000 + 06m 18.7s
10) S. Wiegand/T. Gottschalk
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 07m 21.8s

H&H



With three wins out of fi ve events you’d think overall 
championship and class S2000 leaders Mark Cronje/
Robin Houghton (Sasol Racing Rally Ford Fiesta) would 
be having things all their own way in the South African 
National Rally Championship. Not so. 
 As Round Six of the scheduled eight approaches 
in the form of the Toyota Cape Dealer Rally in the Western 
Cape on September 13 - 15, just a single point separates the 
privateer Ford pair (104) from their closest rivals, Johnny 

Gemmell/Carolyn Swan (103) in a factory Castrol Team 
Toyota Auris S2000, at the top of the points table. 
 Both crews have scored in every round so far, with 
the Toyota pair recording their fi rst win of the season in 
the Volkswagen Rally in round four to go with three second 
places. Both are highly motivated to win the title that neither 
has won before, with a victory for Gemmell, three times 
a runner-up, and Swan being particularly meaningful as it 
would be Toyota’s fi rst since 2004 when the legendary Serge 
Damseaux won the last of his ten titles.
 Ford won the title last year with Zimbabwean 
Conrad Rautenbach in a Fiesta, their fi rst title since 1982 

when the legendary Sarel van der Merwe won the seventh of 
his record 11 titles. 
 Lurking dangerously in third place with 91 points 
are multiple champions Jan Habig – his six titles place him 
third in the all-time list behind Van der Merwe and Damseaux 
– and twice champion co-driver Robert Paisley in a privately-
entered Basil Read Ford Fiesta. Sadly for the fans and 
happily for Cronje and Gemmell, Habig will miss the Cape 
event as he is competing in the Wales Rally of Great Britain, 
tenth round of the World Rally Championship in an M-Sport 
Ford Fiesta. 
 This gives fourth-placed Jon Williams/Cobus Vrey, 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
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winners of the Toyota Gauteng Dealer Rally in Round Three in 
the second Sasol Ford Fiesta a chance to close the 13-point 
gap to Habig/Paisley.
 Fifth in the standings is the second Basil Read Ford 
Fiesta pair of Charl Wilken/Greg Godrich with 63 points, four 
ahead of the Dutch/Belgian combination of Hans Weijs Jnr 
and Bjorn Degandt in the fi rst of the factory BP Volkswagen 
Polos.
 Making up the top ten are Jean-Pierre Damseaux/
Grant Martin (Team Total Toyota Auris) and Hein Lategan/
Johan van der Merwe (Peugeot 207), joint seventh with 56 
points, Gugu Zulu/Carl Peskin (BP Volkswagen Polo) with 55 
points, and twice former champions Enzo Kuun/Guy Hodgson 
(BP Volkswagen Polo) with 49 points.

 Zulu/Peskin lead the new S2000 Challenge for the 
older specifi cation four-wheel drive cars with 74 points from 
Namibian Wilro Dippenaar/Morne du Toit (PZN Panelbeaters 
Toyota RunX), who have 52 points. Third is the exciting 
young driver Henk Lategan, son of Hein, and Barry White 
(Q8 Oils VW Polo), with 34 points.
 It’s a bit closer in the S2000 Class standings with 
Cronje/Houghton leading Gemmell/Swan 31 points to 28, 
with Habig/Paisley third on 19 points.
 Experienced multiple former champion Craig Trott 
and co-driver Robbie Coetzee (Team Total Toyota RunX) 
continue to fend off a host of talented youngsters in the 
Two Wheel Drive Championship for S1600 cars. A win, two 
seconds and a fourth have them on 84 points, 16 ahead 

of Matthew Vacy-Lyle/Schalk van Heerden (Fragram Tools 
Toyota RunX). Clint Weston/Herman Groenewald (Reef 
Tankers Citroen C2 R2) are third with 67 points after their 
maiden win in the recent Rally South Africa.
 With a different point scoring system in the classes, 
Trott/Coetzee lead with 24 points. Joint second with 13 
points each are Tjaart Conradie/Kes Naidoo (Galvadip Toyota 
Auris), Ashley Haigh Smith/Patrick Vermaak (Castrol Ford 
Fiesta R2) and Nic van der Westhuizen/Henry Dearlove Jnr 
(SA Earthworks Ford Fiesta R2).
 Ford leads the manufacturers’ championship from 
Toyota, with the gap now 64 points (493-429). Volkswagen is 
third with 307 points, Peugeot has 64 points, Citroen has 24 
and Subaru has six. H&H



Patrik Flodin drives the PSE Engineering Ford Fiesta S2000 in the Patrik Flodin drives the PSE Engineering Ford Fiesta S2000 in the 
Intercontinental Rally Challenge series, and is of the quickest Blue Intercontinental Rally Challenge series, and is of the quickest Blue 
Oval drivers in this championship. His team manager and boss? Oval drivers in this championship. His team manager and boss? 
Petter Solberg!Petter Solberg!
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Australian rally driver Molly Taylor has set her sights 
on a solid result when she returns to World Rally 
Championship competition in England later this month.
 The young driver is tackling the famous Wales 
Rally GB with British co-driver Seb Marshall in their United 
Business/BP Racing Citroën DS3 R3T. The duo put in an 
excellent performance in Neste Oil Rally Finland, leading 
their class with two stages to run until they were forced to 
abandon the fi ght for a podium fi nish due to an electrical 
fault.
 Now Taylor and Marshall are looking forward to 
another run over the roads of Wales Rally GB. It was here 
last year, that they took their fi rst stage win while competing 
in the one-make WRC Academy series.
 The team has scheduled a test day before the event 

to allow Taylor to fi ne-tune the set-up of the Citroen DS3 
R3T before embarking on the dirt roads through the Welsh 
forests.
 “I’m very excited to have the opportunity to 
compete at Wales Rally GB,” said Taylor. “From all the WRC 
Academy events we did last year, I have the best memories 
of this event and it is where we got our fi rst WRC Academy 
stage win. I have also done a few smaller rallies around the 
same area, so while the stages will be different, I have a 
good idea of the nature of the roads. I really enjoyed Rally 
Finland and am looking forward to spending some more time 
in the car and progressing from what we learned there.”
 According to United Business chief, Pier Liberali, 
the team is very pleased with the way Taylor is progressing: 
“Both Molly and Seb have proven to be two excellent 
professionals, inside and outside the cockpit. Both myself 
and my staff are pleased with the steady growth that Molly 
is achieving, race after race and test after test. Her feeling 

for the car improves just like her performance. The program 
we had planned with her ends with Wales Rally GB, but 
we will see whether, by the end of the year, there will be 
the opportunity to tackle some other rallies. But this is 
not a priority. The most important thing on which we are 
now focused is to plan the 2013 racing season in the best 
way. We are evaluating and exploring different options and 
proposals that we have received. We hope to make the best 
choice. Next year will be a very important year for Molly 
Taylor and her sporting career. We will try to make the right 
choice.”
 Wales Rally GB will start in Llandudno on Thursday 
13 September at 19h00 GMT, and will end in Cardiff on 
Sunday 16th at 15h40 GMT, after a total distance of 1606km, 
of which 325km is timed competition, divided into 19 special 
stages.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Greg Roslon
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M-Sport Ford World Rally Team is pleased to announce 
that a fourth driver will compete for the team at Wales 
Rally GB with South African Jan Habig joining regular 
points scorers Ott Tänak, Evgeny Novikov and the 
returning Matthew Wilson.
 Competing behind the wheel of a Ford Fiesta S2000 
in the South African Rally Championship, the tenth round of 
the WRC will see Habig graduate to the Ford Fiesta RS WRC, 
liveried in the colours of his South African sponsor, Basil 
Read.
 This may mark Habig’s debut in the modern WRC 
car, but this will not be his fi rst venture to the world stage 
– surprising the world with a credible eighth place fi nish 

when he contested the 1994 Network Q RAC Rally in a Ford 
Escort built and prepared in his homeland before going on to 
contest Rally Australia in 1996 and Network Q Rally of Great 
Britain in 1998.
 Habig began his rallying career as a privateer in 
1983 and soon found himself as a member of the Nissan 
factory supported team. He made the move to VW in 1994, 
winning six South African Rally Championships alongside the 
manufacturer.
 Making his debut with the Ford Fiesta S2000 
alongside Basil Read at the Total Tour Natal Rally earlier 
this year, Habig is currently holding third place in the South 
African Rally Championship after securing two successive 
podium fi nishes.
 Joining Habig in the navigator’s seat will be British 
co-driver Robbie Durant. Known for partnering Harry Hunt 

in the Intercontinental Rally Championship, Durant is an 
accomplished navigator having contested seven WRC events 
in his career – making his debut on the British event in 2010 
when he partnered fellow Brit Jason Pritchard to 20th place 
overall.
 When not reading the notes in a rally car, Durant 
works as a self-employed electrician building wiring looms 
for F1 teams the likes of Red Bull Racing and will be hoping 
to carry the F1 team’s good fortune forward to this month’s 
Wales Rally GB.
 Jan Habig said: “I look forward to rallying with the 
M-Sport team, and believe that we will gain a tremendous 
amount of knowledge. I am confi dent that we will be in a 
position to apply this knowledge and further enhance the 
performance of our SA Ford Fiesta [S2000], not only for the 
remainder of the season, but also for the future.”

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Picture: Evan Rothman
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Sebastien Loeb and his Citroën Total World Rally Team’s DS3 WRC... Sebastien Loeb and his Citroën Total World Rally Team’s DS3 WRC... 
An seemingly unbeatable dou. In Wales Rally GB, will the Ford An seemingly unbeatable dou. In Wales Rally GB, will the Ford 
drivers make full on their potential to win more events in 2012?drivers make full on their potential to win more events in 2012?
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